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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Overview 

This report has been prepared by Peak Ecology Ltd on behalf of ERM. It details a 

Preliminary Ecological Appraisal carried out on the 15th June 2016 in relation to the 

refurbishment of Whitley Pumping Station, Lower Whitley.  

Broad habitat types were identified, mapped and assessed for their ecological value and 

importance and an assessment was made regarding the suitability of the site for protected 

species. Trees within the site were also assessed for their potential to support roosting bats. 

Designated Sites 

There were no designated sites within the search area (1km). 

Habitats 

The survey area was of an out of service pumping station, associated buildings and 

structures and its’ surrounding area, comprising of improved grassland, boundary vegetation 

and building/structures, all of which were considered to be of low ecological importance.  

The surrounding habitats were predominantly arable with a few scattered trees to the south-

west. 

Protected Species 

The south-eastern boundary was delimited by trees which provided good habitat for nesting 

birds, where a wren and two young fledglings were seen and heard calling to each other. 

Several unoccupied bird nests were found within the pumping station (B1), which is currently 

out of service. Evidence of an active roosting site of Barn owl, a Schedule 1 bird, was 

identified within the pumping station. A total of approximately 90 barn owl pellets were found 

from three separate locations within the building. 

Four specimens of bee orchid were noted on site with corresponding grid references.  

The building was assessed for bat roosting potential and it was concluded that the pumping 

station had negligible potential to support roosting bats due to the condition of the roof 

exposing the building to the weather. 

Implications and Recommendations 

Badgers and other mammals: As the passage of badgers on site cannot be ruled out, any 

trenches dug should be covered at night or left with a ramp and with sloping ends, and any 

pipes >200mm capped to prevent any mammals from getting stuck. 
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Birds: In order to minimize risk to nesting birds, any vegetation removal and building 

refurbishment should be scheduled to avoid the bird nesting season which typically runs 

from March to August (inclusive). If works are unable to be undertaken outside of the bird 

nesting season then the building should be inspected internally and externally for signs of 

active bird nests prior to the onset of works. However, should an active nest be discovered 

during this inspection, works must be delayed until such a time that the eggs/young are no 

longer dependent upon the adult birds. If there is a requirement for the works to be 

undertaken within the bird nesting season, then it may be possible during the winter prior to 

works to install fine-gauge netting over the entire roof of the building and block the broken 

window to ensure birds may not gain access to the interior of the building. Due to the 

presence of the barn owl active roosting site, there is potential that barn owl could be 

present within the building during the winter months, therefore it is recommended that the 

building still be inspected for all birds by a suitably qualified ecologist, prior to the installation 

of any netting, or works to the building. 

A minimum of three boxes should be installed on trees with unobstructed fly-in access, to 

replace the nests found inside the pumping station. An additional two nest boxes are 

recommended for ecological enhancement of the site.  

The installation of a barn owl box on a tree on site is recommended, ensuring that the 

entrance hole is clear of debris, has clear access and is facing toward open grassland (if 

possible). 

Flowering plants: The four bee orchids located in the initial survey must be marked and 

carefully translocated to another part of the site that will remain undisturbed by works. 

Habitats: Storage of materials and machinery should be on hard standing and not 

underneath the drip-zone of a tree.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope of Report 

This report has been prepared by Peak Ecology Ltd on behalf of ERM.  It provides the 

results of a Preliminary Ecological Appraisal associated with proposed renovation of the 

current pumping station at Whitley, which is currently out of service. These works are also 

associated with the larger proposed development of the Keuper Gas Storage Project 

(KGSP).  

The purpose of this report is to: 

 Describe the existing habitat types present within the site; 

 Provide an assessment of habitat suitability for protected and/or notable species; 

 Identify key ecological constraints to the proposed development; 

 Provide outline recommendations for mitigation and/or avoidance measures where 

appropriate; 

 Highlight opportunities for ecological enhancement where appropriate; and 

 Confirm any further ecological surveys required, for example to confirm presence / 

likely absence of a specific protected species. 

In relation to planning and development, this report should be read in conjunction with the 

reports for any additional ecological surveys that are recommended as a result of the 

findings of this appraisal, see Section 5 for details. 

The approach to this ecological appraisal follows best practice published by the Chartered 

Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management (CIEEM, 2013 & 2015) and the British 

Standards Institution (BSI, 2013).  Details of individual survey methods and associated 

supporting information are provided in Section 2. 

1.2 Site Description 

The site comprises an approximate 0.13 acre area of land approximately five miles south-

east of Runcorn (central grid reference: SJ 60282 78422). The site is currently out of service 

as a pumping station, and surrounding land use is arable farmland.  

The survey boundary is as per the redline boundary in Figure 1. The site location is 

illustrated below in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1: Redline boundary 
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Figure 2: Location  

 

1.3 Planning Context 

The National Planning Policy Framework 2012 requires that when assessing a planning 

application all Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) must consider potential impacts on 

biodiversity that may result from the proposals.  In addition to this, county and borough 

councils typically have biodiversity policies within their Local Development Frameworks that 

they must also comply with. 

In practice, this means that potential impacts on designated sites, notable species and 

habitats such as those listed on the UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework (formerly the UK 

Biodiversity Action Plan) and species that receive legal direct protection (typically via the 

Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended) and/or the Wildlife 

and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) are all material planning considerations. 

In relation to European Protected Species, the LPA requires sufficient information about 

likely impacts and mitigation or compensatory measures to satisfy the three Habitats 

Directive tests, the most relevant to ecological reports being that which relates to the 

Favourable Conservation Status of the species in question.  

Whitley Pumping 

Station 
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2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Desk Study 

The desk study comprised a review of existing information from MAGIC (Multi-Agency 

Geographic Information for the Countryside) website, which also provided a Site Check 

Report to identify any statutory designated sites and protected species records from within 

the search radius. A request for European Protected Species data records was also 

submitted to RECORD-LRC: the local records centre for Cheshire, Halton, Warrington and 

the Wirral.  

2.2 Phase 1 Habitat Survey 

A daytime site visit was carried out on 15th June 2016. Following standard methodology 

(JNCC, 2010) the survey comprised a walkover of the site to classify and map the extent of 

individual habitat types, based on the identification of individual plant species. Any evidence 

of invasive plants such as Japanese knotweed Fallopia japonica was also noted. 

The extent of the habitats recorded is illustrated on the Phase 1 Habitat Plan in Appendix A, 

together with target notes to provide supplementary information regarding any particular 

features of ecological interest. 

Nomenclature for vascular plant species follows Stace (2010). 

2.3 Scoping for Protected / Notable Species 

The habitats present were assessed for their potential to support any legally protected or 

otherwise notable species and any incidental sightings or field signs discovered during the 

surveys were recorded.   

All British wildlife and countryside legislation, policy and guidance were taken into 

consideration including; 

 The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended); 

 The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended); 

 EC Council Directive on the Conservation of Wild Birds 79/409/EEC; 

 The Protection of Badgers Act 1992; 

 The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000; 

 The Hedgerow Regulations 1997; 

 The Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006; and  

 The UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework (formerly known as UK BAP) 

Appendix B provides greater detail on the legislation context relevant to this site. 

In the case of bats, specific assessment methods have been adopted as the industry 

standard and these were followed during the survey, see 0C for the detailed methodology. 
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2.4 Surveyors 

The habitat survey and scoping for protected species was carried out by Grace Dooley MSc, 

under the direct supervision of Principal Ecologist Jessica Eades BSc (Hons) MCIEEM. 

Grace is experienced in the use of the Phase 1 Habitat Survey methodology, identification of 

vascular plants and is competent in the scoping assessments for protected species. Jessica 

has been a professional ecologist for over 10 years and is currently registered to use a 

Natural England Class 2 License for bats (Registration number 2015-16543-CLS-CLS) and 

Class 1 License for great crested newts (Registration number 2016-20212-CLS-CLS      ). 

She is also registered to use the Natural England Class License (WML-CL29) which allows 

her to survey for Barn Owl for the purposes of assessing the potential impacts of future 

development (Registration number CL29/00252). 

Both are appropriately qualified for these types of survey based on the CIEEM competency 

framework (CIEEM, 2015). 

2.5 Limitations 

3rd Party Data 

Desk study data obtained for this assessment is provided and validated by third parties; 

therefore Peak Ecology have no control over any errors within the dataset.  The data 

represents the information available at the date of request and a lack of records for any 

particular species does not necessarily indicate absence from the local area as many 

species are under-recorded.  

Survey Methods 

Based on the identification of individual plant species, the Phase 1 Habitat Survey provides 

sufficient information to enable classification of broad habitat types; however, it does not 

constitute a detailed botanical survey.  Plant species lists compiled by this type of survey 

should not be considered definitive as not all species will be apparent at all times of year.  

The scoping assessment for protected species highlights habitats and features suitable for 

protected species and notes any incidental sightings or field signs discovered; however, it 

should not be interpreted as providing a comprehensive presence / likely absence survey for 

any individual species.  

Access 

No problems were encountered regarding access into buildings on site. 

Survey Timing and Conditions 

The fieldwork was conducted in mid-June, which is optimal for undertaking most surveys for 

both flora and fauna. 

Lifespan of Data 

The results and recommendations contained within this report are considered to be valid for 

up to two years from the date of survey, assuming that there are no significant changes to 

the site condition or management within this period.  After this period, or should the site 
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conditions change, an update may be required in order to inform ecological constraints to 

development proposals and/or accompany a planning submission.  
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 Desk Study 

Designated Sites 

There were no records for any statutory designated sites within the 1km search area. 

Protected / Notable Species 

Table 1 below provides a summary of the species records received from RECORD-LRC that 

are considered most relevant to the site and proposals. The full dataset is not included here 

but is available on request.  

Table 1: Summary of relevant protected species 

Species 
Approximate location of 
closest record and date 
of record 

Approximate location of 
most recent record and 
date of record 

Total 
Number 
of 
Records 

Badger Meles meles 0.3km SSE, 13.09.09 0.9km SSW, 13.08.13 22 

Barn owl Tyto alba 0.3km SSE, 30.01.13 0.9km NW, 04.01.16 3 

Pipistrelle bat 
Pipistrellus sp 

0.1km SSE, 23.02.12 Same 1 

Starling Sturnus 
vulgaris 

0.43km SSE, 15.12.11 Same 2 

3.2 Phase 1 Habitat Survey 

The site consisted of an out-of-service red-brick building and a small substation in the south-

western corner of the site, with three external valve chambers, two of which were set below 

ground level toward the north-west, and a third with raised red-brick walls approximately 1m 

above the ground. All valve chambers were covered with a metal grill. The boundary of the 

site comprised of overgrown trees and scrubby vegetation, with an area measuring 

approximately 5m x 10m constituting improved grassland. 

A total of three habitat types were found at this site. A non-exhaustive species list can be 

found in the Appendix D. 

Buildings, Structures and Hardstanding 

Three buildings were located on site; the first was located at the center of the western 

border; the second was located in the south-western corner within a fenced compound; the 

third comprised three valve chambers sunk into the ground located in the northern corner. 

Building B1 is described in further detail in relation to the suitability for use by roosting bats 

in Section 3.3 and all will be described from this point on as Building B1, B2 and B3 

respectively. 

Building B1, measuring approximately 10m x 8.5m and 4.3m high was out of service at the 

time of survey and appeared to be of relatively simple construction; built from red brick with a 

flat, overhanging roof which was covered in bitumen felt. There were six steel-framed, 
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single-glazed windows, all of which were intact except one on the north-western elevation 

which had a hole approximately 10cm x 10cm. 

The roof was in a serious state of disrepair and was completely open to the weather, with 

many large holes protruding inward from the roof, exposing the bitumen felt and wet 

chipboard roofing material, which also left the wooden rafters and a single rolled steel joist 

(RSJ) exposed. As a result, the interior of Building B1 was very wet and had been colonised 

by vegetative species such as moss sp., nettle Urtica dioica, ivy Hedera helix, bramble 

Rubus fruticosa, elder Sambucus nigra and bracken Pteridium spp.  

The interior of Building B1 contained out of service electrical provisions and old wiring in the 

switchgear room, with water-pumping machinery in the main room; the latter which was 

connected to a valve chamber outside of the building to the north-west, which in turn were 

connected to a pipe which will eventually lead to a proposed outfall at Runcorn (associated 

with KGSP).  

Evidence of nesting and roosting birds was found inside Building B1, which is described in 

Section 3.3. 

Building B2, measuring approximately 2.2m x 2.2m and 2.2m high was an electrical 

substation constructed from pre-fabricated plastic within a fenced compound. It had a flat 

roof, with all surfaces being smooth and was absent of holes or crevices.  

Building B3, the three valve chambers were located at the northern corner of the site and 

were all sunk into the ground. Two chambers had low walls of approximately 20cm high, with 

the remaining chamber having walls of a height of approximately 1m. The valve chambers 

were all of the same size, measuring approximately 3m x 2.5m and 1m deep, with walls 

constructed from red-brick. The valve chambers at the time of survey held approximately 7-

8cm of water, were covered with a protective grill and were absent of any aquatic vegetation. 

The water present in the valve chambers was presumed to have accumulated from a recent 

rainfall which had occurred on the weeks prior to the survey. It was considered that these 

chambers would usually remain dry, hence the lack of aquatic vegetation and therefore 

would not constitute a pond. 

Improved Grassland 

The land that surrounded the pumping station within the site boundary was predominantly 

improved grassland that appeared not to have been recently mown. The portion of grassland 

spanning from the gate to the valve chambers at the north-western boundary comprised 

abundant perennial ryegrass Lolium perenne and white clover Trifolium repens; frequent 

Yorkshire fog Holcus lanatus and common vetch Vicia sativa; occasional common sorrel 

Rumex acetosa and herb robert Geranium robertianum and four instances of bee orchid 

Ophrys apifera, of which individual grid references were taken (see Phase 1 map, Appendix 

A). 

Boundaries 

The south-eastern and western boundary comprised a line of trees of which the species 

constituted silver birch Betula pendula, pedunculate oak Quercus robur, common hawthorn 

Crataegus monogyna and goat willow Salix caprea. The trees on the south-eastern 
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boundary were all of a similar age with a dense canopy, and all had ivy growing up their 

trunks. The trees on the western boundary were spaced evenly apart but still created shade 

with their canopy, with scattered nettle and cleavers Galium aparine as ground flora. 

The northern boundary could easily be split into two vegetative types. The vegetation leading 

to 5m from the gate consisted of trees, which were predominantly pedunculate oak and 

common hawthorn. The remainder of the boundary leading to the north-western corner 

comprised a mixture of tall ruderal species such as willowherb sp. and nettle and scrub 

species such as bramble and thistle Cirsium sp. Cocks’ foot Dactylis glomerata was also 

noted along this part of the boundary. 

3.3 Protected / Notable Species Assessment 

Amphibians 

No ponds were recorded on site, although there were five ponds within 250m, the closest 

being 130m to the north of Marsh Lane; all five ponds lacked connectivity through 

vegetation. The site was also surrounded on all sides by arable farmland, which was 

unsuitable for amphibians due to lack of vegetation and large areas of bare ground.  

The water present in the valve chambers was presumed to have accumulated from a recent 

rainfall which had occurred on the weeks prior to the survey. It was considered that these 

chambers would usually remain dry, hence the lack of aquatic vegetation.  

Bats 

Building B1 provided some features that had potential to be used by bats; the window that 

had been broken on the northern elevation of the building had a hole that could have been 

exploited by a bat. However, the conditions within the interior of Building B1 were wet, cold 

and draughty and provided no features on which a bat may have roosted. Any gaps between 

the roof joists and the outer felt were too damp and exposed due to the condition of the roof, 

and were considered to be too wet and too light for roosting bats at the time of survey. 

There were no mature trees on site that would have provided potential to support roosting 

bats.  

Badgers 

There were no signs of activity from badgers at the time of survey on the site. However, their 

passage through the site cannot be ruled out. 

Birds 

At the time of survey there was evidence of blackbird Turdus merula, robin Erithacus 

rubecula and wren Troglodytes troglodytes nesting or raising young on the site. All nesting 

birds, their nests (when in use), eggs and dependent young are protected under the Wildlife 

and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended). This may impact the desired timing of vegetation 

clearance or tree pruning. See Section 5 for full details. 

The trees on site did provide some potential to support nesting birds by having a dense 

foliage and wide canopy. A wren and two young fledglings were seen and heard calling to 

each other in the dense nettle and bramble patch in the south-western corner of the site. 
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The building contained several instances of nesting birds. There was a single nest located 

inside the building on the south-eastern elevation (front), at the apex where the wall and the 

RSJ abutted, and appeared to be that of a large bird such as blackbird. Due to the caving in 

of the ceiling and roof directly above the nest, and the ingress of water at this point it was 

assumed that the nest was disused, as there were no signs of current occupation. 

There were also two instances of nesting robins in the building; one in the south-western 

corner of the building, and another in the south-eastern corner of the building. The nests in 

question did not appear to be in use at the time of survey, but were recent nesting efforts; 

the fresh moss and vegetation indicated that the nests had been built earlier this year.  

A lapwing Vanellus vanellus was heard toward arable land to the west. The site had 

negligible suitable habitat for nesting or foraging lapwings, who favour arable farmland 

between March-August (inclusive) and wetland during the winter. 

Owl pellets consistent with the size, shape and colour of those of barn owl Tyto alba were 

also found in three separate areas within the building: 20 fresh pellets just inside the front 

door on the south-eastern elevation; 30-40 old, degraded pellets below the robins’ nest in 

the south-western corner (where there was also evidence of whitings on an electrical box 

directly above) and 10 old, degraded pellets in the northern corner underneath a red-brick 

abuttment. The lack of nesting effort within Building B1 indicates the likelihood that it is not 

an ‘occupied breeding site’ but instead could be classed as an ‘active roosting site’, 

surmised from the fresh evidence that was found.  

Invertebrates 

There were no instances of good habitat (e.g. species-rich grassland) that may have 

indicated a more diverse invertebrate assemblage. There were also no records of rare 

invertebrate species within 1km. 

Reptiles 

The site and its surroundings were unsuitable for reptiles with a lack of open basking areas 

and few refuges on site or in the surrounding habitats. 
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Table 2: Assessment of Building B1 and its features, and Photo of the three valve chambers (B3) 

Building 
ref. 

Description Evidence and potential for bats Assessed 
bat roost 
status 

Photograph Points of 
interest? 

B1 

Red brick building 
with a flat roof, with 
six steel-framed 
single-glazed 
windows. Roof has 
collapsed with the 
interior of the building 
exposed to the 
weather. 

Building was completely exposed to the 
weather, including rain and wind. There 
were no crevices or roof-voids, with 
evidence of barn owls having roosted there 
in the past. 

Negligible 

 

0 

Features 

B1 Condition of roof 
Condition of the roof of B1, showing the wooden rafters 
and the bitumen felt with the interior of the building 
exposed to the weather. 
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B1 Hole in the airbrick 
Hole in the airbrick located on the bottom-left corner of the 
northern elevation. The hole was of a size suitable for 
small mammals to gain access to the building. 

 

B1 Bird nest 
Position of a nest of a large bird; potentially a blackbird, 
located at the apex of the RSJ and the eastern wall of the 
building.  

 

B1 Robin nests 

Robins’ nests located inside Building B1.  
L: located on the interior of the eastern wall of the 
switchgear room. 
R: located on the western wall of the small annexe room 
at the south-east of the building. 
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B1 Barn owl pellets 

Barn owl pellets found inside Building B1.  
L: old pellets found in south-western corner. 
R: size comparison of a fresh pellet found by the door on 
the eastern elevation with a pencil. 

  

B3 
Valve chambers with 
grills 

 
Valve chambers with approximately 7-8 cm of water held 
inside them. Both had a step up/wall surrounding them; 
the farthest to the west had a wall measuring 
approximately 1m, with the other two being surrounded by 
walls measuring approximately 20 cm. 
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4 EVALUATION 

4.1 Habitats & Botanical Interest 

Improved grassland, tree lines, scrub and building were the predominant habitats. They 

supported vegetation which were of limited ecological value due to historical high-intensity 

management, and as such are usually not likely to support notable or protected species. 

However, four specimens of bee orchid were noted on site, with the impact upon them 

considered to be low if the suitable precautions outlined in Section 5 are adhered to. The 

overall ecological impact of the refurbishment of the pumping station is considered to be low. 

4.2 Protected / Notable Species 

Amphibians 

Due to the lack of suitable habitat surrounding the site, the lack of connectivity to habitat in 

the proximity of the site and that water is usually absent from the valve chambers (apparent 

from the absence of aquatic vegetation) it was considered that the site has negligible 

potential to support an amphibian (including GCN) population. 

Bats 

Building B1 offered negligible potential for roosting bats as it has no cavity wall and no roof 

void; furthermore, the roof was of bad quality and inadequate as a roof with holes protruding 

inward and the bitumen felt and wooden slats visible, with the entire building exposed to the 

weather. It was considered highly unlikely that bats were making use of the building to roost, 

with no further surveys required. 

Badgers 

There was no evidence of badgers found on site at the time of survey, and it was concluded 

that there was no suitable habitat for badgers on the site. Their passage through the site 

cannot be ruled out, but due to the nature of the refurbishment and the suitable precautions 

outlined in Section 5, works are not envisaged to negatively affect badgers. No further 

surveys are required. 

Birds 

Building B1 offered some bird nesting opportunities as there were two birds’ nests that were 

discovered during the survey that showed signed of being occupied earlier within the 2016 

breeding season. The robin is categorised as a Green on the Birds of Conservation Concern 

list and as such its’ population is not under threat of decline. However, all nesting birds, their 

nests (when in use), eggs and dependent young are protected under the Wildlife and 

Countryside Act 1981 (as amended). This may impact on the desired timing of vegetation 

clearance or tree pruning. See Section 5 for full details. 

Another nest was also discovered at the time of survey, thought to be that of a blackbird. 

However, it appeared not to be in use at the time of survey as the roof had collapsed above 

and the nest was completely exposed to the weather. Despite this it must be considered that 

the former occupant may use an alternative part of the building to nest.  
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Both fresh and old owl pellets that were consistent with the size, shape and colour with those 

of the barn owl were found in three different locations within Building B1. No evidence of 

nesting effort was noted, concluding that it was not an ‘occupied breeding site’. However, the 

evidence of whitings found on an electrical box as well as pellets of a range of ages found 

indicated the likely status of Building B1 as an ‘active roosting site’. Sites used by Barn owls 

are not protected unless occupied for breeding. Provision should be made for the loss of 

roosting habitat following the refurbishment of the roof of Building B1. See Section 5 for 

details on providing replacement roosting habitat. 

A lapwing was heard towards arable land to the west. Lapwings are a UK Priority BAP 

species. As ground-nesting birds they are unlikely to be on site during works, favouring 

arable farmland between March-August (inclusive) and wetland during the winter. The land 

within the site boundary demonstrated negligible suitable foraging and nesting habitat for 

lapwings. Despite this, care and caution should be taken when carrying out works (see 

Section 5). 

No evidence of nesting birds was seen in the trees, vegetation and scrub around the site 

boundary but these habitats did offer bird nesting potential. If there were birds breeding at 

the time of the proposed works in this area this could present constraint to tree pruning, 

vegetation clearance or similar works.  

Invertebrates 

Works are not envisaged to impact common species due to the isolated nature of the works 

and the rest of the site providing adequate vegetative shelter. 

Summary of Protected Species with Specific Biodiversity Value 

Table 3: Summary of Protected Species 

Protected and notable 
species 

Protection Site Interest 

Barn owl 

Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as 
amended) – Schedule 1 

Countryside & Rights of Way Act 
2000 

Mixture of old and fresh pellets 
found inside Building B1, but no 
nesting evidence. 

Badger Protection of Badgers 1992 Potential passage through site. 

Bee orchid 
Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as 
amended) – Section 13 

Four specimens found on site. 

Birds 

Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as 
amended) 

Countryside & Rights of Way Act 
2000 

Building B1 provided evidence of 
nesting, whilst boundary trees 
provided nesting opportunities. 
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5 RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Additional Surveys  

As the site provided negligible potential for many protected species such as bats, badgers 

and reptiles it was concluded that no further surveys will be required for these species. 

However, avoidance measures have been proposed: a pre-commencement check for 

nesting barn owls and the presence of a suitably qualified ecologist during vegetation 

clearance (for nesting birds) and translocation of bee orchids is recommended. 

5.2 Avoidance Measures / Mitigation  

Buildings 

At the time of survey, there were two robins’ nests seen within Building B1, with an additional 

nest of an unknown bird, thought to be blackbird, also seen. The removal of the roof in order 

to remove/replace the current machinery of Building B1, along with the bricking up of the 

windows and general improvement of the security of the building will potentially disturb these 

nests (if occupied at the time of works) and prevent access to birds attempting to nest in 

future. These nests should be replaced with at least three new nesting opportunities, ideally 

in the form of nest boxes. These should be installed on trees around the site; see Table 4 for 

further information. 

Both fresh and old owl pellets that were consistent with the size, shape and colour with those 

of the barn owl were found in three different locations within Building B1, but without 

evidence of breeding the site was considered to be an ‘active roosting site’. Sites used by 

barn owls are not protected unless occupied for breeding. Provision for roosting in the form 

of a nest box should be installed outside the building in a nearby tree (or mounted on a 

pole), facing open grassland if possible.  

All works that will impact the nesting habitat of these birds should take place outside of the 

bird nesting season (March – August, inclusive). However, it must be noted that some birds 

may remain in the nest outside of the nesting season, and there is a small chance that an 

active nest may be discovered during works. Should this happen works must pause in the 

immediate area, and may not resume until all chicks have fledged.  

If works are unable to be undertaken outside of the bird nesting season then the building 

should be inspected internally and externally for signs of active bird nests prior to the onset 

of works. However, should an active nest be discovered during this inspection, works must 

be delayed until such a time that the eggs/young are no longer dependent upon the adult 

birds. If there is a requirement for the works to be undertaken within the bird nesting season, 

then it may be possible during the winter prior to works to install fine-gauge netting over the 

entire roof of the building and block the broken window to ensure birds may not gain access 

to the interior of the building. Due to the presence of the barn owl active roosting site, there 

is potential that barn owl could be present within the building during the winter months, 

therefore it is recommended that the building still be inspected for all birds by a suitably 

qualified ecologist, prior to the installation of any netting, or works to the building. 
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Vegetation 

Due to the potential for other birds to make use of the trees, scrub and hedge during the 

nesting season, all vegetation works ideally should be carried out outside of the bird nesting 

season during March – August (inclusive). However, it must be noted that some birds may 

remain in the nest outside of nesting season, and there is a small chance that an active nest 

may be discovered during works. If this should happen, works must pause in the immediate 

area and may not resume until all chicks have fledged.  

If works must be undertaken within the bird breeding season, a suitably qualified ecologist 

must be present at the time when vegetation is cleared, to ensure works do not impact on 

any active nesting birds. 

The installation of a temporary hard pad during works to provide access for a crane will 

impact on the presence of four bee-orchid specimens on site. These four specimens should 

first be identified by way of planting a flag or marker close to the plant, to prevent accidental 

trampling or cutting. Orchids require removal of deep turves due to importance of both their 

tubers and their extensive root system, as well as the local soil fungi for its survival. Turves 

should be cut to a depth of 0.3-0.4m and 2m x 2m wide, either by hand or by a tracked 360o 

excavator (or similar) with the widest practicable bucket; lifted carefully to ensure the turf is 

kept intact. The turves should be translocated to a part of the site that will not be affected by 

heavy machinery or traffic, which remains in a well-lit location and not shaded by adjacent 

trees. 

Mammals 

Mammals such as badgers, whilst not actively using the site may pass through occasionally. 

Any machinery or piping left outside overnight that has exposed or open tubes/tunnels must 

be capped overnight to prevent any mammals entering for shelter and subsequently 

becoming trapped. 

5.3 Ecological Enhancement 

National planning policy recommends that all developments incorporate ecological 

enhancement where possible therefore consideration should be given to the following 

suggestions. 

Barn owl boxes 

No evidence of nesting effort was noted at the time of survey, but the site was considered to 

have been an ‘active roosting site’. Provision as a nest box should be made and ideally 

would be installed on a tree with clear access to the entrance hole, which must be above 3m 

and point toward open arable land. Trees with low branches which have potential to obstruct 

the hole should be avoided, with the suitable tree also having a high canopy. See Table 4 for 

details. 

Bird boxes 

The installation of two boxes, in addition to the three recommended in Section 5.2 would 

encourage more nesting birds to the site post development. Ideally the installation of boxes 

for both smaller and larger birds would be preferred, to encourage the diversity of birds 
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looking to nest at the site; see Table 4 for details. Bird boxes should be installed above 

head-height on mature trees and should offer unobstructed fly-in access. 

 

Table 4: Bird box examples 

Type (bird; bat) Photo Source 

Bird box (open front, 
small) 

 Robin 

 Pied wagtail 

 

http://www.nhbs.com/title/202241/tr
aditional-open-fronted-wooden-
bird-nest-box 

 

Bird box (hole) 

Small hole: 

 House sparrow 

 Blue tit 

Large hole: 

 Starling 

 

http://www.nhbs.com/title/181549/tr
aditional-wooden-bird-nest-box 

 

Bird box (open front, 
large) 

 Blackbird 

 

http://www.nhbs.com/title/181100/b
lackbird-fsc-nest-
box?bkfno=193079&ca_id=1495&g
clid=CjwKEAjwqJ67BRCzzJ7Hy-
LYlFYSJABwp9PG42GHQwlPWZ
w7WaP9AFJaQPReUJm9rA_v9nth
gY7J2hoCRhvw_wcB 

Barn owl box (made 
from recycled 
materials) 

 

http://www.nhbs.com/title/200181/e
co-barn-owl-nest-box 

 

http://www.nhbs.com/title/202241/traditional-open-fronted-wooden-bird-nest-box
http://www.nhbs.com/title/202241/traditional-open-fronted-wooden-bird-nest-box
http://www.nhbs.com/title/202241/traditional-open-fronted-wooden-bird-nest-box
http://www.nhbs.com/title/181549/traditional-wooden-bird-nest-box
http://www.nhbs.com/title/181549/traditional-wooden-bird-nest-box
http://www.nhbs.com/title/181100/blackbird-fsc-nest-box?bkfno=193079&ca_id=1495&gclid=CjwKEAjwqJ67BRCzzJ7Hy-LYlFYSJABwp9PG42GHQwlPWZw7WaP9AFJaQPReUJm9rA_v9nthgY7J2hoCRhvw_wcB
http://www.nhbs.com/title/181100/blackbird-fsc-nest-box?bkfno=193079&ca_id=1495&gclid=CjwKEAjwqJ67BRCzzJ7Hy-LYlFYSJABwp9PG42GHQwlPWZw7WaP9AFJaQPReUJm9rA_v9nthgY7J2hoCRhvw_wcB
http://www.nhbs.com/title/181100/blackbird-fsc-nest-box?bkfno=193079&ca_id=1495&gclid=CjwKEAjwqJ67BRCzzJ7Hy-LYlFYSJABwp9PG42GHQwlPWZw7WaP9AFJaQPReUJm9rA_v9nthgY7J2hoCRhvw_wcB
http://www.nhbs.com/title/181100/blackbird-fsc-nest-box?bkfno=193079&ca_id=1495&gclid=CjwKEAjwqJ67BRCzzJ7Hy-LYlFYSJABwp9PG42GHQwlPWZw7WaP9AFJaQPReUJm9rA_v9nthgY7J2hoCRhvw_wcB
http://www.nhbs.com/title/181100/blackbird-fsc-nest-box?bkfno=193079&ca_id=1495&gclid=CjwKEAjwqJ67BRCzzJ7Hy-LYlFYSJABwp9PG42GHQwlPWZw7WaP9AFJaQPReUJm9rA_v9nthgY7J2hoCRhvw_wcB
http://www.nhbs.com/title/181100/blackbird-fsc-nest-box?bkfno=193079&ca_id=1495&gclid=CjwKEAjwqJ67BRCzzJ7Hy-LYlFYSJABwp9PG42GHQwlPWZw7WaP9AFJaQPReUJm9rA_v9nthgY7J2hoCRhvw_wcB
http://www.nhbs.com/title/181100/blackbird-fsc-nest-box?bkfno=193079&ca_id=1495&gclid=CjwKEAjwqJ67BRCzzJ7Hy-LYlFYSJABwp9PG42GHQwlPWZw7WaP9AFJaQPReUJm9rA_v9nthgY7J2hoCRhvw_wcB
http://www.nhbs.com/title/200181/eco-barn-owl-nest-box
http://www.nhbs.com/title/200181/eco-barn-owl-nest-box
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Table 5 provides an overview of the potential mitigation measures and recommendations 

that may be required with regard to the proposals associated with the development. 

Table 5. Overview – Potential mitigation measures, recommendations and/or further survey 

work 

Feature Recommendations Further survey required? 

Protected and Notable species 

Badgers 
Ensure any open pipes/tunnels/tubes >200mm 
are capped overnight to avoid any mammals 
becoming trapped. 

No 

Barn owl 

Install a barn owl box on a tree on site, 
ensuring that the entrance hole is clear of 
debris, leaves, branches etc., and that it faces 
onto open grassland/arable land. 

Pre-works check 

Bee orchid 
Marking and subsequent translocation of four 
specimens away from the planned track of the 
crane and the temporary hard pad. 

No 

Birds 

Avoid works during nesting season of March-
August (inclusive).  

Minimum of three nest boxes to be installed on 
trees on site, with an additional two 
recommended for ecological enhancement. 

Pre-works check if inside bird 
breeding season 
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APPENDIX B: Relevant Legislation 

The following text provides information on the key legislation, which is applicable to this 

survey. 

The main wildlife legislation in the UK is as follows: 

European Legislation 

The relevant sections of the EC Directives and international conventions are summarised 

below: 

 EC Directive on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild Fauna and Flora 

(Habitat Directive 1992) as amended (92/43/EEC) 

The Directive requires Member States to introduce a range of measures including the 

protection of species listed in the Annexes. The 189 habitats listed in Annex I of the Directive 

and the 788 species listed in Annex II, are to be protected by means of a network of sites. 

Once adopted, these are designated by Member States as Special Areas of Conservation 

(SACs), and along with Special Protection Areas (SPAs) classified under the EC Birds 

Directive. The Habitats Directive introduces the precautionary principle; that disturbance to 

the designated sites can only be permitted having ascertained no adverse effect on the 

integrity of the site. 

 EC Directive on the Conservation of Wild Birds (Birds Directive 1979) as amended 

(79/409/EEC) 

The main provisions of the Directive includes; the maintenance of the favourable 

conservation status of all wild bird species across their distributional range. 

 Bern Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats 

(1979) 

The Convention imposes legal obligations on contracting parties, protecting over 500 wild 

plant species and more than 1000 wild animal species. 

UK Legislation 

The sections of UK legislation considered to be of relevance include: 

 The Conservation (Natural Habitats, and c.) Regulations 1994 

This transposes the Habitats Directive into national law. The Regulations provide for the 

designation and protection of 'European sites', and the protection of 'European protected 

species. 

 The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) (WCA) 
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This consolidates and amends existing national legislation to implement the Convention on 

the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats (Bern Convention) and Council 

Directive 79/409/EEC on the Conservation of Wild Birds (Birds Directive) in Great Britain. 

 The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 (CRoW) 

This act strengthens wildlife enforcement legislation. 

 The Protection of Badgers Act 1992 

Species-Specific Legislation 

Species specific legislation is provided in Table 6 below: 

Table 6: Species-Specific Wildlife Legislation 

Feature/Species Legislation It is an offence to: 

Plants 
Sch. 8 Wildlife and Countryside 
Act 1981 (as amended) 

 Pick; 

 Uproot; 

 Trade; 

 Possess (for trade) 

Any wild plant listed. 

Hedgerows Hedgerow Regulations 1997. 

Outlines a number of 
criteria for designation of 
‘important’ hedgerows. 

‘Important’ hedgerows 
cannot be removed without 
notifying the relevant body. 

Breeding birds 

Wildlife and Countryside Act 
1981 (as amended). 

Countryside and Rights of Way 
Act 2000. 

 Kill; 

 Injure; 

 Take; 

any wild bird, their eggs or 
nest (with the exception of 
those on Sch. 2). 

Specially protected birds 
Sch. 1 Wildlife and Countryside 
Act 1981 (as amended). 

As above but includes: 

 Disturbing birds at their 
nest, or their dependent 
young. 
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Feature/Species Legislation It is an offence to: 

Badgers The Protection of Badgers Act 
1992 

 Wilfully kill, injure, take, or 
cruelly ill-treat a badger, or 
attempt to do so; 

 Possess any dead badger 
or any part of, or anything 
derived from, a dead 
badger; 

 Intentionally or recklessly 
interfere with a sett by 
disturbing badgers whilst 
they are occupying a sett, 
damaging or destroying a 
sett, causing a dog to enter 
a sett, or obstructing 
access to it.  

A badger sett is defined in 
the legislation as “any 
structure or place, which 
displays signs indicating 
current use by a badger”. 

 

 

In addition, species and habitats listed on the UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework 

(formally the UK BAP) are also considered. Details on these species and habitats can be 

found at:  http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-5705. 

Protected Sites 

A network of protected sites, at varying levels, have been put in place across the UK. Further 

details are provided below; 

International importance 

 Natura 2000  

Natura 2000 is the name of the European Union-wide network of nature conservation sites 

established under the EC Habitats and Birds Directives. This network will comprise Special 

Areas of Conservation (SACs) and Special Protection Areas (SPAs). 

 Special Areas of Conservation (SAC)  

SACs are designated under the EC Habitats Directive. The Directive applies to the UK and 

the overseas territory of Gibraltar. SACs are areas which have been identified as best 

representing the range and variety within the European Union of habitats and (non-bird) 

species listed on Annexes I and II to the Directive. SACs in terrestrial areas and territorial 

marine waters out to 12 nautical miles are designated under the Conservation (Natural 

Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (as amended). New and/or amended Habitats Regulations 

http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-5705
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are shortly to be introduced to provide a mechanism for the designation of SACs and SPAs 

in UK offshore waters (from 12-200 nm). 

National importance 

 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)  

The SSSI series has developed since 1949 as the national suite of sites providing statutory 

protection for the best examples of the UK's flora, fauna, or geological or physiographical 

features. Most SSSIs are privately-owned or managed; others are owned or managed by 

public bodies or non-government organisations. The SSSIs designation may extend into 

intertidal areas out to the jurisdictional limit of local authorities, generally Mean Low Water in 

England and Northern Ireland; Mean Low Water of Spring tides in Scotland. In Wales, the 

limit is Mean Low Water for SSSIs notified before 2002, and, for more recent notifications, 

the limit of Lowest Astronomical Tides, where the features of interest extend down to LAT. 

There is no provision for marine SSSIs beyond low water mark. Originally notified under the 

National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949, SSSIs have been renotified under 

the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. Improved provisions for the protection and 

management of SSSIs were introduced by the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 (in 

England and Wales) and the Nature Conservation (Scotland) Act 2004. 

Regional/local importance 

 Wildlife Sites  

Local authorities for any given area may designate certain areas as being of local 

conservation interest. The criteria for inclusion, and the level of protection provided, if any, 

may vary between areas. Most individual counties have a similar scheme, although they do 

vary. These sites, which may be given various titles such as 'Listed Wildlife Sites' (LWS), 

'County Wildlife Sites' (CWS), 'Local Nature Conservation Sites' (LNCS), 'Sites of 

Importance for Nature Conservation' (SINCs), or Sites of Nature Conservation Importance' 

(SNCIs), together with statutory designations, are defined in local and structure plans under 

the Town and Country Planning system and are a material consideration when planning 

applications are being determined. 
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 APPENDIX C: Assessment Method for Bats 

Following current good practice guidelines (Collins (ed) 2016), the assessment comprised a 

visual inspection of each of the trees and built structures, for the latter including any internal 

areas such as roof voids or cellars.  For ease of reference, each structure was numbered 

B1, B2, B3 etc and trees were numbered T1, T2, T3 etc. 

The location and description of any features such as holes, crevices or internal voids that 

could potentially be used by roosting bats was recorded and a search was made for any 

evidence of bat presence such as droppings or feeding remains.  Binoculars, ladders, high 

powered torches and endoscopes were used where necessary to facilitate more detailed 

inspection of individual features. 

Based on the number, location and type of any potential roost features, structures and trees 

were categorised as having negligible, low, moderate or high potential for roosting bats, or 

confirmed roost where direct evidence of bat presence was encountered.  Evaluation of 

roost potential is necessarily subjective and relies on the professional judgment of the 

surveyor; however, the table below provides a useful guide to how this is informed. 

Table 7: Examples of characteristics that inform assessment of roost potential 

Status Typical characteristics 

Negligible 
potential 

 Modern construction / immature trees 

 Lack of access points for bats 

 Situated within very poor quality foraging habitat 

 High levels of external lighting 

Low 
potential 

 Small number of minor hole / crevice features suitable for opportunistic roosting 

 Lack of roof voids or small cluttered roof spaces 

 Features obscured by dense cobwebs 

 Unlikely to support breeding or hibernating bats  

 Situated within poor quality foraging habitat 

Moderate 
potential 

 One or more hole / crevice features suitable for roosting, e.g. damaged soffits, 
uneven roof tiles 

 Access into large, dark internal spaces such as roof voids  

 Trees with small fissures and crevices in dead wood suitable for day roosting 

 Situated within or near to moderate/good quality foraging habitat 
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Status Typical characteristics 

High 
potential 

 Old buildings / mature or veteran trees 

 Trees with woodpecker holes or deep fissures and crevices in dead wood 

 Structures with large, uncluttered roof voids 

 Traditional brick, stone or timber framed barns 

 Features suitable for large numbers of bats and/or several different species 

 Types of structure suitable for hibernation, e.g.caves, tunnels, ice houses etc 

 Low level of disturbance by humans  

 Little / no external lighting 

 Situated within good quality foraging habitat 

Confirmed 
Roost 

Bats seen or heard within the roost feature during the survey 

Bat droppings, particularly if piled rather than scattered 

Feeding remains such as moth wings 

Existing record of roost at that location 

 

Table 8: Guidance for assessing the overall value of potential development sites for bats 

(Collins (ed), 2016)  

Site Status Description 

  No features likely to be used by bats 

 Small number of potential roost sites but unlikely to be suitable for maternity roosts 
or hibernacula 

 Isolated habitat that could be used by foraging bats 

 Isolated site not connected by prominent linear features to suitable other/adjacent 
foraging habitats 

 Several potential roost sites in buildings, trees or other structures 

 Habitat suitable for foraging bats (e.g. trees, water, scrub, grassland present) 

 Site is connected with the wider landscape by features that could be used by 
foraging/commuting bats (e.g. gardens backed by scrub or line of trees) 

 Buildings, trees or other structures (e.g. caves or underground structures) of 
particular significance for roosting bats 

 Site includes high quality foraging habitat (e.g. broadleaved woodland, tree-lined 
watercourses, parkland with mature trees and rough grass) 

 Site is connected with the wider landscape by strong linear features that could be 
used by commuting bats (e.g. hedgerows, river valleys) 

 Site is close to known roosts 

 Bats recorded or observed using an area for foraging or commuting close to a 
potential roost 
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APPENDIX D: Species Lists 

Plant species 

Bee orchid Ophrys apifera 

Bramble Rubus fruticosa 

Cleavers Galium aparine 

Cocks’ foot Dactylis glomerata 

Colts’ foot Tussilago farfara 

Common dock Rumex obtusifoloius 

Common hawthorn Crataegus monogyna 

Common ragwort Senecio jacobea 

Common vetch Vicia sativa 

Creeping buttercup Ranunculus repens 

Dandelion sp. Taraxacum sp. 

Elder Sambucus nigra 

Goat willow Salix fragilis 

Hairy willowherb Epilobium hirsutum 

Herb Robert Geranium robertianum 

Ivy Hedera helix 

Meadow buttercup Ranunculus acris 

Nettle Urtica dioica 

Pedunculate oak Quercus robur 

Perennial ryegrass Lolium perenne 

Silver birch Betula pendula 

Smooth cats’ ear Hypochaeris glabra 

Spear thistle Cirsium vulgare 

White clover Trifolium repens 

Yorkshire fog Holcus lanatus 

Birds 

Wren Troglodytes troglogytes 

Blue tit Cyanistes caeruleus 

House sparrow Passer domesticus 

Chaffinch Fringilla coelebs 

Invertebrates 

Peacock butterfly Aglais io 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Overview 

This report has been prepared by Peak Ecology Ltd on behalf of ERM. It details a 

Preliminary Ecological Appraisal carried out on the 15th June 2016 in relation to the 

construction of a brine outfall pipe in Runcorn, Cheshire. 

Broad habitat types were identified, mapped and assessed for their ecological value and 

importance and as assessment was made regarding the suitability of the site for protected 

species. Trees within the site were also assessed for their potential to support roosting bats. 

Designated Sites 

The Mersey Estuary, a site with multiple designations (SSSI, SPA, LWS); the Mersey 

Narrows Ramsar site; Runcorn Hill RIGS and the Western Marsh Lagoon LWS all have part 

of their boundaries within 1km of the site boundary.  

Habitats 

The survey area was of a strip of land between two canals; the Weaver Navigation and the 

Manchester Shipping canal, and comprised two habitat types of hard standing and scrub 

vegetation, both of which were considered to be of low ecological value. The northern and 

southern sections of scrub and bramble on site were separated by a narrow concrete 

walkway. The surrounding habitats were the Weston Point industrial dock to the east and the 

Mersey Estuary to the west, which both extend for at least 2.2km to both the north and the 

south of the site boundary. 

Protected Species 

The northern section of bramble and scrub provided habitat for reptiles, with open basking 

areas and scrubby vegetation as shelter. The southern section of bramble and scrub was 

very dense, and provided habitat for nesting birds.  

Implications and Recommendations 

Birds: In order to minimise risk to nesting birds, any vegetation removal should be scheduled 

to avoid the bird nesting season which typically runs between March – August (inclusive). If 

works are unable to be undertaken outside of the bird nesting season then vegetation 

clearance is recommended to be supervised by a suitably qualified ecologist with a pre-

commencement of works check carried out simultaneously. 

Reptiles: In order to minimise risk to reptiles, any vegetation removal that is undertaken is 

recommended to be supervised by a suitably qualified ecologist, with a pre-commencement 

of works check. This can be carried out simultaneously with the check for nesting birds. 

Vegetation: Any vegetation cleared from site should be stacked in piles and left on site to 

provide refuge wildlife.  
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The vegetation cleared from the southern section of the site should be encouraged or left to 

grow over the outfall pipe to both obscure it from view and to provide any previously lost bird 

nesting habitat. 

Invasive Species: Though off site, Japanese knotweed should be treated and removed or 

fenced off to prevent its spread. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope of Report 

This report has been prepared by Peak Ecology Ltd on behalf of ERM.  It provides the 

results of a Preliminary Ecological Appraisal associated with proposed construction of a 

brine outfall at Weston Point, Runcorn, which involves vegetation clearance to the south of 

the site and the installation of a 4m x 4m slab foundation to the north of the site. These 

works are also associated with the larger proposed development of the Keuper Gas Storage 

Project (KGSP).  

The purpose of this report is to: 

 Describe the existing habitat types present within the site; 

 Provide an assessment of habitat suitability for protected and/or notable species 

 Identify key ecological constraints to the proposed development; 

 Provide outline recommendations for mitigation and/or avoidance measures where 

appropriate; 

 Highlight opportunities for ecological enhancement where appropriate; and 

 Confirm any further ecological surveys required, for example to confirm presence / 

likely absence of a specific protected species. 

In relation to planning and development, this report should be read in conjunction with the 

reports for any additional ecological surveys that are recommended as a result of the 

findings of this appraisal, see Section 5 for details. 

The approach to this ecological appraisal follows best practice published by the Chartered 

Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management (CIEEM, 2013 & 2015) and the British 

Standards Institution (BSI, 2013).  Details of individual survey methods and associated 

supporting information are provided in Section 2. 

1.2 Site Description 

The site comprises an approximately 0.6ha area of land on the bank between the Weaver 

Navigation and the Manchester Shipping canal (central grid reference: SJ 49866 80501).   

The site itself is currently part of the Weston Point works and surrounding land use is 

operational to the east and north, with canal and the mudflats of the Mersey to the west and 

south. 

The survey boundary is as per the redline boundary on Figure 1. The site location is 

illustrated overleaf in Figure 2. 
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Proposed brine outfall 

Figure 1: Redline boundary 

 

Figure 2: Location plan 
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1.3 Planning Context 

The National Planning Policy Framework 2012 requires that when assessing a planning 

application all Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) must consider potential impacts on 

biodiversity that may result from the proposals.  In addition to this, county and borough 

councils typically have biodiversity policies within their Local Development Frameworks that 

they must also comply with. 

In practice, this means that potential impacts on designated sites, notable species and 

habitats such as those listed on the UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework (formerly the UK 

Biodiversity Action Plan) and species that receive legal direct protection (typically via the 

Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended) and/or the Wildlife 

and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended)) are all material planning considerations. 

In relation to European Protected Species, the LPA requires sufficient information about 

likely impacts and mitigation or compensatory measures to satisfy the three Habitats 

Directive tests, the most relevant to ecological reports being that which relates to the 

Favourable Conservation Status of the species in question.  
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2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Desk Study 

The desk study comprised a review of existing information from MAGIC (Multi-Agency 

Geographic Information for the Countryside) website, which also provided a Site Check 

Report to identify any statutory designated sites and protected species records from within 

the search radius. A request for European Protected Species data records was also 

submitted to RECORD-LRC: the local records centre for Cheshire, Halton, Warrington and 

the Wirral. 

2.2 Phase 1 Habitat Survey 

A daytime site visit was carried out on 15th June 2016.  Following standard methodology 

(JNCC, 2010) the survey comprised a walkover of the site to classify and map the extent of 

individual habitat types, based on the identification of individual plant species.  Any evidence 

of invasive plants such as Japanese knotweed Fallopia japonica was also noted. 

The extent of the habitats recorded is illustrated on the Phase 1 Habitat Plan in Appendix A, 

with target notes to provide supplementary information regarding any particular features of 

ecological interest. 

Nomenclature for vascular plant species follows Stace (2010).   

2.3 Scoping for Protected / Notable Species 

The habitats present were assessed for their potential to support any legally protected or 

otherwise notable species and any incidental sightings or field signs discovered during the 

surveys were recorded.   

All British wildlife and countryside legislation, policy and guidance were taken into 

consideration including; 

 The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended); 

 The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended); 

 EC Council Directive on the Conservation of Wild Birds 79/409/EEC; 

 The Protection of Badgers Act 1992; 

 The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000; 

 The Hedgerow Regulations 1997; 

 The Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006; and  

 The UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework (formerly known as UK BAP) 

Appendix B provides greater detail on the legislation context relevant to this site. 
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2.4 Surveyors 

The habitat survey and scoping for protected species was carried out by Grace Dooley MSc, 

under the direct supervision of Principal Ecologist Jessica Eades BSc (Hons) MCIEEM. 

Grace is experienced in the use of the Phase 1 Habitat Survey methodology, identification of 

vascular plants and is competent in the scoping assessments for protected species. Jessica 

has been a professional ecologist for over 10 years and is currently registered to use Natural 

England Class 2 Licences for bats (Registration number 2016-16543-CLS-CLS), and Class 

1 Licence for great crested newts (Registration number 2016-20212-CLS-CLS). Jessica has 

extensive experience in botanical surveys, habitat classification and scoping assessments 

for protected species.  

Both are appropriately qualified for these types of survey based on the CIEEM competency 

framework (CIEEM, 2015). 

2.5 Limitations 

 3rd Party Data 2.5.1

Desk study data obtained for this assessment is provided and validated by third parties; 

therefore Peak Ecology have no control over any errors within the dataset.  The data 

represents the information available on the date of request and a lack of records for any 

particular species does not necessarily indicate absence from the local area, as many 

species are under-recorded.  

 Survey Methods 2.5.2

Based on the identification of individual plant species, the Phase 1 Habitat Survey provides 

sufficient information to enable classification of broad habitat types; however, it does not 

constitute a detailed botanical survey.  Plant species lists compiled by this type of survey 

should not be considered definitive as not all species will be apparent at all times of year. 

The scoping assessment for protected species highlights habitats and features suitable for 

protected species and notes any incidental sightings or field signs discovered; however, it 

should not be interpreted as providing a comprehensive presence / likely absence survey for 

any individual species. 

 Access 2.5.3

The bramble and scrub vegetation toward the south of the site was extremely dense and 

was, at the time of survey, impenetrable by the surveyors and was delimited on either side 

by deep water channels, which meant that the surveyors did not access the full length of the 

site as it was considered unsafe. However, an assessment was made from the landing stage 

which protrudes into the Manchester shipping canal, which was considered satisfactory. 

 Survey Timing and Conditions 2.5.4

The fieldwork was conducted in mid-June, which is optimal for undertaking surveys for both 

flora and fauna. 
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 Lifespan of Data 2.5.5

The results and recommendations contained within this report are considered to be valid for 

up to two years from the date of survey, assuming that there are no significant changes to 

the site condition or management within this period.  After this period, or should the site 

conditions change, an update may be required in order to inform ecological constraints to 

development proposals and/or accompany a planning submission. 
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 Desk Study 

 Designated Sites 3.1.1

There is a Ramsar site within 1km of the site boundary (Mersey Narrows), as well as the Site 

of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and Special Protection Area (SPA) of the Mersey 

Estuary, which is also designated as a Local Wildlife Site (LWS). Runcorn Hill is designated 

as a Regionally Important Geological Site (RIGS) site within 1km toward the north east of the 

proposed brine outfall, with the Western Marsh Lagoon being designated as a LWS within 

1km to the south-east of the site. 

 Protected / Notable Species 3.1.2

The table below provides a summary of the species records received from RECORD-LRC 

that are considered most relevant to the site and/or proposals. There were several records of 

coastal birds relating to the Ramsar site to the North such as greylag goose Anser anser and 

golden plover Pluvialis apricaria, although none of these were recorded nesting within the 

site boundary. The full dataset is not included here, but is available on request. 

Table 1: Summary of protected and notable species records relevant to the site and/or proposals 

Species 
Approximate location of 
closest record and date 
of record 

Approximate location of 
most recent record and 
date of record 

Total 
Number 
of 
Records 

Pipistrelle bat 
Pipistrellus sp 

0.8km NE, 22.05.15 Same 1 

3.2 Phase 1 Habitat Survey 

Approximately 500m in length, the site consisted of a bank running north/south between the 

Weaver Navigation and the Manchester Shipping canal. It narrowed from approximately 40m 

to 12m wide and had low ecological diversity. It consisted of hard standing, dense bramble 

and scrub thicket and fast-growing species common to a primary-successional community. 

The Weston Point industrial dock extended at least 2.2km to both the north and the south of 

the site boundary. Scrub and bramble extended approximately 500m to the north and 700m 

to south of the site boundary. This vegetation terminated at the tarmac road and security 

lodge across the Weaver Navigation to the north, and at the lock connecting the Weaver 

Navigation and the Manchester Shipping canal to the south. 

A total of two habitat types were found at this site. A full but non-exhaustive species list can 

be found in Appendix C. 

 Hardstanding 3.2.1

There were no buildings on site, with the hard standing being limited to a narrow (approx. 

1.5m in width) walkway approximately 120m long that linked the north and the south of the 

site (see image P2, Appendix D). This walkway was constructed of concrete and had two 

steel hand railings on either side. On both sides of the walkway were sloping concrete banks 
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(this is what is known as Telford’s Wall); the eastern side was more vegetated than the 

western, with young sycamore Acer pseudoplatanus standing approximately 3m tall, 

obscuring the view to the operations plant. On the western side, there were abundant 

smaller species such as ragwort Senecio vulgaris and gorse Ulex europaeus with angelica 

Angelica archangelica being found occasionally. On both sides of this walkway a strip of 

dense, dead bramble stems were noted. 

 Scrub 3.2.2

There were two areas of scrub at both the north and south ends of the site. The northern 

section (see image P1, Appendix D) comprised dominant bramble Rubus fruticosa through 

which ran a dirt access track; frequent nettle Urtica dioica, cleavers Galium aparine and  

spear thistle Cirsium vulgare which was interspersed with the bramble. Occasional dock 

Rumex obtusifolius and smooth cats’ ear Hypochaeris glabra were found, with occasional 

sycamore also noted. 

The southern section of the site (see image P3, Appendix D) comprised a dense vegetated 

bank which, upon surveying was discovered to be impenetrable, although it was possible to 

be surveyed from a distance. It consisted of dominant bramble, with frequent nettle, cleavers 

and dock. Occasional hogweed Heracleum sphondylium and elder Sambucus nigra were 

also noted. 

 Invasive Species 3.2.3

One small stand of Japanese knotweed was noted outside of the survey area, approximately 

20m to the north of the site boundary and was estimated to be approximately 3m x 3m in 

size. 

3.3 Protected / Notable Species Assessment 

 Amphibians  3.3.1

The site was located between two busy canals, beyond which to the west was the Mersey 

Estuary. To the east was the Weston Point industrial dock, which was unsuitable for 

amphibians as it contained no vegetated areas. The site consisted of hard standing and 

vegetation which was predominantly scrub and fast-growing species, with no ponds present. 

Due to the proximity of the mudflats of the Mersey Estuary, the presence of large predatory 

birds such as greater black-backed gull Larus marinus and the barriers of hard standing 

habitat, the site was not considered suitable to support an amphibian population. 

 Bats 3.3.2

The site was separated from the main industrial dock by the Weaver Navigation, with no 

connective vegetation such as trees or high hedges leading to the site. There were no 

buildings or mature trees on site at the time of survey, and therefore the site offered 

negligible potential for roosting bats.  
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 Birds 3.3.3

There were several trees of a suitable age and size to support nests, as well as dense 

bramble and scrub thicket to the north and south of the site. Birds noted on site during the 

survey included robin Erithacus rubecula, blackbird Turdus merula and wren Troglodytes 

troglodytes, all of which are known to nest in bramble. Birds noted in the vicinity of the site 

were mainly coastal species; gulls including greater black-backed gull, herring gull Larus 

argentatus and waterfowl species such as shelduck Tadorna tadorna.  

 Invertebrates 3.3.4

The site was separated from any vegetated islands or ‘stepping stones’ by the expansive 

industrial dock and lacked further connectivity to suitable habitats in the surrounding area. 

No invertebrates were seen at the time of survey and there were no records of protected or 

rare species within 1km. 

 Riparian mammals 3.3.5

The Weaver Navigation and the Manchester Shipping canal flanked the eastern and western 

borders of the site (respectively). The terrestrial habitat both within and outside the site 

boundary provided negligible food, shelter and burrowing opportunities for species such as 

water vole and otter, as the banks of both waterways were constructed from solid concrete. 

Furthermore, there was a significant drop from the top of the bank to the surface of the water 

which would make exiting the water difficult, particularly for water vole. There is a possibility 

that these species commute along the waterways, but due to the lack of suitable terrestrial 

habitat available on site, the probability of them being present is negligible. 

  Reptiles 3.3.6

There were instances of bare ground and dense scrub on the northern section of the site 

which would have been suitable for reptiles, despite the site lacking connectivity and 

therefore the presence of reptiles could not be discounted. The southern section of the site 

past the concrete walkway was less suitable for reptiles due to the barrier of the concrete 

walkway and the greater proximity to water than the northern section on both sides. 

 Hedgehog 3.3.7

There were no instances of European hedgehog Erinaceus europaeus found on site at the 

time of survey. However, there are records describing hedgehog within 1km, although 

records were noted on playing fields to the east of the main A557 road, a busy four-lane dual 

carriageway. The possibility of hedgehogs successfully crossing this road and being present 

on site, considering the site lacked connective vegetation, was negligible.  

 Other Protected and/or Notable Species 3.3.8

The site was noted to have some mammal tracks at the northern end of the site, where it 

was concluded that they were caused by European rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus, which is 

not a protected species. 
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4 EVALUATION 

There will be minimal ecological impacts during the construction of the brine outfall. The 

pipeline will start within the highly active industrial area of the Weston Point industrial dock. It 

will then span the Weaver Navigation at such a height to ensure navigation of the canal by 

large boats remains possible. This pipe-bridge will have a pedestrian walkway associated 

with it to allow future inspection. The pipe-bridge will be supported by a 4m x 4m foundation 

slab which will be affixed to the existing hardstanding and metal railings along the length of 

Telford’s Wall to the point where the scrub becomes impenetrable. At this point, it is 

proposed to clear the vegetation to expose the top of the remainder of Telford’s Wall whilst 

leaving vegetation at the sides of the bank to remain intact. Once vegetation is cleared a 

small, shallow trench shall be created to bury the pipeline until the southernmost part of the 

construction area. The pipe will then sit on top of the bank, being raised slightly from the 

sloping concrete banks by brackets before entering the water. There will be no fixtures within 

the water holding the pipe.  

4.1 Designated Sites 

The Mersey Estuary, a site with multiple designations (SSSI, SPA, LWS); the Mersey 

Narrows Ramsar site; Runcorn Hill RIGS and the Western Marsh Lagoon LWS all have part 

of their boundaries within 1km of the site boundary. Despite this, there is not considered to 

be a negative impact on these sites owing to the limited extent of proposed development that 

will be occurring as part of the brine outfall construction, as the planned pipeline pathway is 

to follow the current Telfords’ wall. 

4.2 Habitats & Botanical Interest 

Scrub and hard standing were the two habitats found on site. They supported botanical 

species which were of limited ecological value due to historical high-intensity management 

and the lack of connectivity to the site. As such, they were unlikely to support notable or 

protected species, with the overall ecological impact of the construction of the brine outfall 

considered to be low; particularly as mentioned above, the planned pipeline pathway is to 

follow the current Telfords’ wall. Included in these plans is that of excavating a trench along 

the southern bund to partially bury the pipe. This will involve clearing only the top half of the 

scrub and bramble and will therefore leave some nesting habitat intact. Over time the 

vegetation will grow back to encourage opportunities for nesting birds. 

Japanese knotweed was noted outside of the site boundary, approximately 20m to the north. 

Development works could easily spread this elsewhere, especially since the site is between 

two busy water channels. To allow it to spread would be an offence under the Wildlife & 

Countryside Act 1981 (as amended). Refer to Section 5 for recommended actions. 
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4.3 Protected / Notable Species 

 Amphibians 4.3.1

The site was surrounded by estuary, mudflats, two busy canals and an industrial dock. Due 

to the lack of vegetative connectivity, the presence of predatory birds including greater black-

backed gull and a lack of ponds on site, it was concluded that the site was not suitable to 

support a population of amphibians (including GCN). 

 Bats 4.3.2

There were no buildings or mature trees on site which would have supported a population of 

roosting bats and the proximity to the industrial dock and lack of connective vegetation was 

indicative that the site was unsuitable for roosting bats.  

 Badgers 4.3.3

The site was isolated and was created from hard standing with negligible opportunities to dig 

and burrow; the site was considered unsuitable to support a badger population. The 

proximity to water, whilst not a complete barrier to badgers, would have deterred them in 

attempting to cross the Weaver Navigation due to the high sides of the navigation channel 

preventing them from climbing up out of the water. There were also negligible foraging 

opportunities on site; any invertebrates likely to be using the site were not likely to be those 

that would form the diet of a badger and it was deemed unlikely that a badger would visit the 

site to forage. The main area for vegetation clearance to the south and the installation of the 

slab foundation to the north are not considered to support badgers or impact on any 

surrounding populations, if present. 

 Birds 4.3.4

Both the bramble and scrub thicket toward the north and south of the site and the few small 

trees present on site offered potential to support nesting birds. All nesting birds, their nests 

(when in use), eggs and dependent young are protected under the Wildlife & Countryside 

Act 1981 (as amended). This may impact the desired timing of vegetation clearance or 

pruning. See Section 5 for full details. 

 Invertebrates 4.3.5

At the time of survey, no invertebrates were noted. The scrub and bramble are bound to 

support invertebrates, but are unlikely to support a diverse assemblage or protected/notable 

species due to the low species diversity of the vegetation, the isolated nature of the site and 

the location being close to estuarine habitat. Due to the nature of the proposed development 

using pre-existing structures, works are not envisaged to have a negative impact on any 

invertebrate populations. 

 Mammals 4.3.6

At the time of survey, the habitat on site was suitable for hedgehogs but lacked connective 

vegetation to surrounding suitable habitat. The main area for vegetation clearance to the 
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south is considered to be unlikely to be used by hedgehogs due to the long concrete 

walkway providing no shelter. The area of vegetation clearance to the north to make way for 

the slab foundation is not considered to be suitable to support a hedgehog population due to 

the lack of vegetative connectivity and the distance between the site and the nearest 

historical record of a hedgehog. 

 Riparian mammals 4.3.7

The two waterways that flanked the eastern and western boundaries of the site (the Weaver 

Navigation and the Manchester Shipping canal respectively) both had banks constructed of 

solid concrete blocks, with a height significantly higher than the water level which would 

make exiting the water extremely difficult for both water vole and otter. There was also a 

record of American mink within 1km of the site; a species which is known to predate on 

water vole and is avoided by the otter. There is a possibility that these species commute 

along the waterways, but due to the lack of suitable terrestrial habitat available on site the 

probability of them being present is negligible. 

 Reptiles 4.3.8

At the time of survey the habitat at the northern area of the site was suitable for reptiles, with 

bare basking areas and scrub vegetation for shelter. Despite the site’s isolation to the wider 

habitats, it was considered that there was a chance that reptiles may be present on site. 

 Summary of Protected Species with Specific biodiversity value 4.3.9

Table 2. Summary of protected and notable species in the field survey  

Protected and notable 
species 

Protection Site Interest 

Birds 

Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as 
amended) 

Countryside & Rights of Way Act 
2000 

Dense scrub and bramble 
provided good nesting habitat. 

Reptiles 
Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as 
amended) 

Bare basking areas and scrub 
vegetation as shelter. 
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5 RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Additional Surveys 

As the site provided negligible potential for protected species such as bats, badgers and 

amphibians it was concluded that no further surveys will be required for these species 

groups. However, avoidance measures have been proposed for reptiles and nesting birds; 

see Section 5.2 for details. 

5.2 Avoidance Measures / Mitigation  

 Protected Species 5.2.1

To avoid harm to nesting birds that may be in the bramble and scrub thicket toward the 

south of the site, it is recommended that all vegetation clearance be undertaken outside the 

bird nesting season (March-August inclusive) to make it most likely that any birds will be 

absent. However, it must be noted that some birds may remain in the nest outside of the 

nesting season and there is a small chance that an active nest may be discovered during 

works. Should this happen, all works must pause in the immediate area until all chicks have 

fledged. 

Should works be required to be undertaken within the bird nesting season, a suitably 

experienced ecologist should conduct a pre-commencement check for nesting birds and also 

be present as an Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW) during vegetation clearance to ensure 

safety of any nesting bird encountered. 

To avoid harm to reptiles that may be present at the north of the site during vegetation 

clearance, it is recommended that a suitably experienced ecologist be on site to conduct a 

pre-commencement check of the vegetation and to supervise vegetation clearance works. If 

reptiles are encountered, they will be carefully moved to alternative habitats not to be 

affected by the works. 

 Invasive Species 5.2.2

Japanese knotweed is an aggressive non-native invasive weed. It has a regenerative ability 

and persistence of the underground rhizomes make Japanese knotweed a difficult and 

expensive plant to eradicate from any site. Rhizomes can regenerate into a new plant from 

fragments as small as 10mm and weighing as little as 0.7g. The movement and use of soil 

contaminated by fragments of rhizomes is the primary method of spread between sites. To 

prevent future spread of the species, chemical or manual control of the species in the first 

instance is recommended. 

Chemical control: Japanese knotweed can be effectively controlled using herbicides. The 

surrounding landscape features will, however, restrict the type of herbicide that can be used. 

The strength of the herbicide reflects the time taken to achieve eradication. Specialists can 

advise on the chemicals to be used, the timing and rates of applications. 

Manual control: Cutting the stems at specific locations on the stem several times per year 

exhausts the energy reserves the plant has stored in the underground rhizomes. However, 
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this method takes several years to become effective, but is a useful alternative on sites 

where herbicides or heavy machinery cannot be used. 

If for any reason the plant cannot be chemically or manually controlled, complete avoidance 

of the area is recommended. The area should be fenced off with bright coloured tape or 

Heras fencing and site operatives must be made aware of the presence and location of 

Japanese knotweed and the significant risk of spreading this invasive species. 

5.3 Ecological Enhancement 

Scrub and bramble should be encouraged or left to grow over the outfall pipe, to both 

obscure from view and to replace any previously lost nesting habitat. 

Any scrub and bramble cleared from the site could be left in piles toward the north of the site 

to provide refuge for wildlife. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Table 3 provides an overview of the potential mitigation measures, recommendations and/or 

further survey work that may be required with regard to the proposals associated with the 

development. 

Table 3. Overview – Potential mitigation measures, recommendations and/or further survey work 

Feature Recommendations 
Further survey 
required? 

Protected and Notable species 

Japanese Knotweed 

Chemical control of knotweed is 
recommended. 

 

Area should be clearly marked and fenced 
off with brightly coloured tape or Heras 
fencing with site operatives made aware of 
the location and presence of knotweed.  

Ecological Clerk of Works 
(ECoW) present during 
vegetation clearance. 

Nesting birds 
Conduct works outside of bird nesting 
season. 

Pre-commencement 
check if works undertaken 
during bird nesting 
season. 

Reptiles 
Pre-commencement check and ecologist 
present during site clearance 

Ecological clerk of works 
undertaken at same time 
as nesting bird check. 
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APPENDIX B : Relevant Legislation 

The following text provides information on the key legislation, which is applicable to this 

survey. 

The main wildlife legislation in the UK is as follows: 

European Legislation 

The relevant sections of the EC Directives and international conventions are summarised 

below: 

 EC Directive on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild Fauna and Flora 

(Habitat Directive 1992) as amended (92/43/EEC) 

The Directive requires Member States to introduce a range of measures including the 

protection of species listed in the Annexes. The 189 habitats listed in Annex I of the Directive 

and the 788 species listed in Annex II, are to be protected by means of a network of sites. 

Once adopted, these are designated by Member States as Special Areas of Conservation 

(SACs), and along with Special Protection Areas (SPAs) classified under the EC Birds 

Directive. The Habitats Directive introduces the precautionary principle; that disturbance to 

the designated sites can only be permitted having ascertained no adverse effect on the 

integrity of the site. 

 EC Directive on the Conservation of Wild Birds (Birds Directive 1979) as amended 

(79/409/EEC) 

The main provisions of the Directive includes; the maintenance of the favourable 

conservation status of all wild bird species across their distributional range. 

 Bern Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats 

(1979) 

The Convention imposes legal obligations on contracting parties, protecting over 500 wild 

plant species and more than 1000 wild animal species. 

UK Legislation 

The sections of UK legislation considered to be of relevance include: 

 The Conservation (Natural Habitats, and c.) Regulations 2010 (as amended) 

This transposes the Habitats Directive into national law. The Regulations provide for the 

designation and protection of 'European sites', and the protection of 'European protected 

species. 

 The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) (WCA) 
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This consolidates and amends existing national legislation to implement the Convention on 

the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats (Bern Convention) and Council 

Directive 79/409/EEC on the Conservation of Wild Birds (Birds Directive) in Great Britain. 

 The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 (CRoW) 

This act strengthens wildlife enforcement legislation. 

 The Protection of Badgers Act 1992 

Species-Specific Legislation 

Species specific legislation is provided in 4 below: 

Table 4: Species-Specific Wildlife Legislation 

Feature/Species Legislation It is an offence to: 

Plants 
Sch. 8 Wildlife and Countryside 
Act 1981 (as amended) 

 Pick; 

 Uproot; 

 Trade; 

 Possess (for trade) 

Any wild plant listed. 

Invasive weeds – Japanese 
knotweed, Himalayan balsam, 

Sch. 9 Wildlife and Countryside 
Act 1981 (as amended) 

 Allow to spread. 

Breeding birds 

Wildlife and Countryside Act 
1981 (as amended). 

Countryside and Rights of Way 
Act 2000. 

 Kill; 

 Injure; 

 Take; 

any wild bird, their eggs or 
nest (with the exception of 
those on Sch. 2). 

Specially protected birds 
Sch. 1 Wildlife and Countryside 
Act 1981 (as amended). 

As above but includes: 

 Disturbing birds at their 
nest, or their dependent 
young. 

Common reptiles 

Sch. 5 Wildlife and Countryside 
Act 1981 (as amended). 

Countryside and Rights of Way 
Act 2000. 

Deliberate or reckless: 

 Killing; 

 Injuring 

 Sale. 
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Feature/Species Legislation It is an offence to: 

Smooth snake and sand lizard 

Sch. 5 Wildlife and Countryside 
Act 1981 (as amended). 

Conservation of Habitats and 
Species Regulations 2010 (as 
amended). 

 Kill; 

 Injure; 

 Disturb 

 Destroy any place used for 
rest or shelter. 

 

In addition, species and habitats listed on the UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework 

(formally the UK BAP) are also considered. Details on these species and habitats can be 

found at:  http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-5705. 

Protected Sites 

A network of protected sites, at varying levels, have been put in place across the UK. Further details 

are provided below; 

International importance 

 Natura 2000  

Natura 2000 is the name of the European Union-wide network of nature conservation sites 

established under the EC Habitats and Birds Directives. This network will comprise Special 

Areas of Conservation (SACs) and Special Protection Areas (SPAs). 

 Special Areas of Conservation (SAC)  

SACs are designated under the EC Habitats Directive. The Directive applies to the UK and 

the overseas territory of Gibraltar. SACs are areas which have been identified as best 

representing the range and variety within the European Union of habitats and (non-bird) 

species listed on Annexes I and II to the Directive. SACs in terrestrial areas and territorial 

marine waters out to 12 nautical miles are designated under the Conservation (Natural 

Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (as amended). New and/or amended Habitats Regulations 

are shortly to be introduced to provide a mechanism for the designation of SACs and SPAs 

in UK offshore waters (from 12-200 nm). 

National importance 

 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)  

The SSSI series has developed since 1949 as the national suite of sites providing statutory 

protection for the best examples of the UK's flora, fauna, or geological or physiographical 

features. Most SSSIs are privately-owned or managed; others are owned or managed by 

public bodies or non-government organisations. The SSSIs designation may extend into 

intertidal areas out to the jurisdictional limit of local authorities, generally Mean Low Water in 

England and Northern Ireland; Mean Low Water of Spring tides in Scotland. In Wales, the 

limit is Mean Low Water for SSSIs notified before 2002, and, for more recent notifications, 

http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-5705
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the limit of Lowest Astronomical Tides, where the features of interest extend down to LAT. 

There is no provision for marine SSSIs beyond low water mark. Originally notified under the 

National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949, SSSIs have been renotified under 

the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. Improved provisions for the protection and 

management of SSSIs were introduced by the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 (in 

England and Wales) and the Nature Conservation (Scotland) Act 2004. 

Regional/local importance 

 Wildlife Sites  

Local authorities for any given area may designate certain areas as being of local 

conservation interest. The criteria for inclusion, and the level of protection provided, if any, 

may vary between areas. Most individual counties have a similar scheme, although they do 

vary. These sites, which may be given various titles such as 'Listed Wildlife Sites' (LWS), 

'County Wildlife Sites' (CWS), 'Local Nature Conservation Sites' (LNCS), 'Sites of 

Importance for Nature Conservation' (SINCs), or Sites of Nature Conservation Importance' 

(SNCIs), together with statutory designations, are defined in local and structure plans under 

the Town and Country Planning system and are a material consideration when planning 

applications are being determined. 
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APPENDIX C : Species Lists 

Plants 

Latin Name Common name 

Angelica archangelica Angelica 

Lotus corniculatus Birds’ foot trefoil 

Rubus fruticosa Bramble 

Galium aparine Cleavers 

Dactylis glomerata Cocks’ foot 

Rumex acestosa Common dock 

Crataegus monogyna Common hawthorn 

Vicia sativa Common vetch 

Sambucus nigra Elder 

Heracleum sphondylium Hogweed 

Alopecurus pratensis Meadow foxtail 

Urtica dioica Nettle 

Brassica napus Oil seed rape 

Rosa spp.  Rose spp. 

Hypochaeris glabra Smooth cats’ ear 

Acer pseudoplatanus Sycamore 

Salix spp. Willow 

Holcus lanatus Yorkshire fog 

Birds 

Latin name Common name 

Turdus merula Blackbird 

Chroicocephalus ridibundus Black-headed gull 

Larus marinus Greater black-backed gull 

Larus argentatus Herring gull 

Larus fuscus Lesser black-backed gull 

Ana platyrhynchos Mallard 

Haematopus ostralegus Oystercatcher 

Erithacus rubecula Robin 

Tadorna tadorna Shelduck 

Aythya fuligula Tufted duck 

Troglodytes troglodytes Wren 
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APPENDIX D : Site Photographs 

No. Description Photograph 

P1 

The northern section of the site, 
looking to the east at the Weston 
Point industrial dock. Between the 
industrial dock and the vegetation is 
the Weaver navigation. 

Young sycamore on the left. 

 

P2 

Concrete walkway connecting the 
north and south of the site, looking 
north and with the Manchester 
shipping canal on the left. 

 

P3 

Dense scrub and bramble vegetation 
on the south of the site. Looking 
south, with the Weaver navigation on 
the left. 

 

 


